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Natalie Linh Bolderston was the third prize winner in 
the National Poetry Competition 2019 for her poem 
‘Middle Name with Diacritics’, also shortlisted for the 
Forward Prize for Best Single Poem 2021. The 
National Poetry Competition judges said: “This is a 
poem that increases in emotional weight as the reader 
experiences the slow accretion of its often painful 
images. A poem stitched together and layered with 
family histories, memories and loss and it arrives 
poignantly to its achingly beautiful last lines.” In this 
resource, Natalie reflects on two other winning poems 
from the competition’s history that deal with memory 
and grief.  
 
Natalie says, “I chose ‘Oiled Legs Have Their Own 
Subtext’ by Momtaza Mehri and ‘Kindness’ by Louisa 
Adjoa Parker because I was interested in the ways both 
poems examine the hyperawareness that is engendered 
by grief. Both poets show how pain and loss can 
sharpen our sensitivity to certain details, and both 
play with time to show the shifting, haunting nature 
of memory. However, Mehri and Parker have very 
different approaches to imagery. Mehri’s poem has 
many surreal images alongside harrowingly stark 
depictions, whereas Parker favours the everyday – but 
both feel equally tangible, grounded and moving.” 

National Poetry 
Competition resource by 
Natalie Linh Bolderston

Using this resource 
 
The discussion points work equally well for 
individual contemplation or group discussion. If  
you are working with these poems in a class or group 
setting, you may wish to ask the questions to the 
whole group or choose to discuss in pairs.  
 
Feeling inspired? If you’d like to use these  
writing prompts to pen your own National  
Poetry Competition entry, the competition opens  
for submissions in the summer and closes on  
31 October every year. You can find out the most  
up-to-date information on how to submit to  
the competition at poetrysociety.org.uk/npc

In his book Nothing Ever Dies, Viet Thanh Nguyen 
writes, “all wars are fought twice, the first time on  
the battlefield, the second time in memory”. For me, 
Mehri’s ‘Oiled Legs Have Their Own Subtext’ 
embodies this idea with its powerful evocations of the 
horrors and aftershocks of conflict. The experiences of 
women are centred throughout as they bear violence 
and the memory of violence on their bodies, carrying 
“the children of men who did not ask / infants who 
did not ask”. 
 
The fragmented form emphasises the poem’s temporal 
deconstruction: it moves back and forth in time, 
revealing the lingering, spectral nature of a pain that 
can never be fully consigned to the past. The sudden 
divisions created by Mehri’s use of forward slashes 
adds to this idea of mentally inhabiting multiple 
spaces: location and stability become provisional;  
the self is left permanently scattered. 
 

On ‘Oiled Legs Have 
Their Own Subtext’ by 
Momtaza Mehri
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Collective and intergenerational grief is another 
powerful facet; Mehri refers to “those born carrying 
history as an extra limb”, which is to say that pain can 
be as inevitable an inheritance as flesh. However, she 
also examines survivorship and considers what it 
means to be safe in a world that is unsafe for so many, 
describing “an island of orphans / of what could have 
been you / but is not you / will never be you”. 
 
Many of Mehri’s images are transformative: abstract 
nouns are given vivid and unexpected physical forms 
and behaviours, e.g. “the sticky yolk of grief”; 
“poverty’s slick jaw”; “dress each lie in crushed 
pearls”. This perhaps reflects the overarching work 
that the poem does in re-centring the painful reality 
and tangibility of trauma and suffering, rather than 
treating them as abstract, distant concepts. The use of 
an undefined lyric ‘you’ enhances this powerful way of 
bearing witness; the pronoun feels personal but also 
provisional. While ‘you’ could refer to the poem's 
speaker or a specific person or group, it also gives the 
reader the feeling of being directly addressed, and so 
perhaps invites them to examine their own complicity 
and complacency. 
 
Points to discuss 
 
1.   How does the title relate to the poem? How does 
    it affect your reading of it? 
  
2.  Mehri uses a number of transformative images, 
    such as: “every poem that falls / chandeliered / is 
    about this distance / its heavy head on your lap”. 
    Why has she chosen to characterise poems and 
    distance in this way? What are the implications of 
    the descriptors? 
  
3. Only one person’s name is used throughout the 
    poem: “Hodan aged 21 / and six months”. How 
    do you feel when the name is introduced? Why 
    does it appear where it does? 
  

4. Look at how the poem moves from one scene, 
    action or thought to another. What is the effect of 
    these movements and juxtapositions? Why are the 
    fragments arranged in this way? 
5. Look at the line break at the end of the poem and 
    the space around the final line. Why do you think 
    the poem ends in this way? How does the line 
    break and white space affect your reading of the 
    last line? 
 
Writing prompts 
 
1.  Choose a body part and imagine it as a geographical 
    feature, whether specific (e.g. the Mekong River) or 
    general (e.g. an oxbow lake). How does the body 
    part move and function when imagined in this way? 
    What story does it tell? 
  
2. Choose a memory (or story, or dream) and write a 
    list of actions, colours, sounds and smells associated 
    with it. Select your favourite fragments and separate 
    them with forward slashes. Experiment with 
    rearranging your fragments so that the chronology of 
    the memory runs backwards, or progresses in a non-
    linear way. How does this change the nature of the 
    memory? What emotions are evoked? What happens 
    when you add or remove slashes? 
  
3.  Write down a list of abstract nouns and consider 
    how they would behave if they were solid objects or 
    living beings. What material would they be made of? 
    What shape would they take? What would they 
    smell like? What kind of actions would they 
    perform? Some nouns you may like to use: thought, 
    night, song, murmur, time, desire, sleep, heat, 
    illness, season, memory, childhood, promise, 
    laughter, luck, dream, loss, joy. 
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I read ‘Kindness’ as a subverted elegy, in which the 
subject of the poem still has agency and vitality. They 
are not being spoken about or around, but directly 
addressed and invited into the speaker’s reverie. The 
speaker inhabits the past and an imagined future 
throughout, but conspicuously avoids the present. This 
can perhaps be read as a way of resisting the more 
immediately painful aspects of grief and separation; 
the subject of the poem feels continuously present, 
tethered to this world and to the life of the speaker. 
 
The everyday nature of the details the speaker 
describes – the eighties songs, the orange leaves, the 
sunlit water – builds a sense of realism, emphasising 
the poem’s sincerity and emotional weight. The 
simple past and future actions – the Sunday 
conversations, the woodland walk – take on a 
ritualistic quality; remembering and planning such 
activities becomes a mode of comfort and survival. 
Because the poem begins with a reference to the 
subject’s death (“Instead of you dying”), despite the 
speaker’s insistent focus on life there is a backdrop of 
pathos throughout, which tinges the small joys that 
are mentioned. There is an implication that the 
speaker is trying to hold off their inevitable sadness, 
which still nevertheless seeps in through references to 
the subject’s cancer and the subtle tonal shifts created 
by certain phrases and line breaks, e.g. “the days grow 
/ short and cold”. However, the poem ultimately still 
lands in a place of warmth and thankfulness. In 
contrast with the opening, it ends with an image of 
life and hope: “you’ll lift your hand and smile”. 
 

On ‘Kindness’ by 
Louisa Adjoa Parker

2 Points to discuss 
 
1.  Look at the different physical locations within the 
    poem. How is the emotional connection to each 
    space evoked? Why do the locations appear in this 
    particular order? 
  
2. The poem uses only one simile: “kindness spilled
    from you like oil”. What is the effect of this image? 
    How does it sit alongside the rest of the poem? 
  
3. Why is the poem in quatrains? 
  
4. The poem is made up of seven sentences of varying 
    lengths. The longest spans from stanza six to ten. 
    What is the effect of this variation? Why is the 
    final sentence the longest? 

Writing prompts 
 
1.  Make a list of your rituals, whether daily or 
    sporadic. Some useful prompts for this may be: 
  

• When I am sick… 
• When I need good luck… 
• Before I go to bed… 
• When someone I love is sad… 
• When I miss someone… 
• Things I must keep:… 
• Things I must destroy:… 

  
    Make a note of the colours you see, your physical 
    sensations / responses and your state of mind when 
    completing these rituals.



2.  Write down the opposites of these rituals. These 
    may be direct opposites, or just actions that 
    somehow diverge from them. Again, imagine the 
    colours you would see, your physical sensations 
    and your state of mind. 
  
3.  Think of a location that is important to you. 
    Paying attention to sensory details (sight, smell, 
    touch, sound, taste), think about what tethers you 
    to that place. Do you have any special memories 
    there? Is there a particular feature you enjoy 
    looking at or touching? What feelings does it evoke? 
  
4.  Write a letter-poem to someone who means a lot 
    to you. This may be someone you know 
    personally, or someone famous or fictional — as 
    long as you feel connected to them in some way. 
    Some useful prompts for this may be: 
  

• This morning I thought of… 
• Remember when you told me… 
• I no longer remember… 
• Do you still think of… 
• I still dream about… 
• I long for… 
• The last time I saw… 
• You taught me that… 

  
    Consider how your fragments may differ if the 
    medium was changed – e.g. into a prayer, a series 
    of texts, or a voicemail. Can the person you are 
    addressing hear / receive your message? Are they 
    able to respond? 
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About Natalie Linh Bolderston  
 
Natalie Linh Bolderston is a Vietnamese-Chinese-
British poet. In 2019, she was a runner-up in the 
BBC Proms Poetry Competition and came third in 
the National Poetry Competition for her poem 
‘Middle Name with Diacritics’, which is shortlisted 
for the Forward Prize for Best Single Poem 2021. In 
2020, she received an Eric Gregory Award and co-
won the Rebecca Swift Women Poets’ Prize. Her 
pamphlet, The Protection of Ghosts, is published by 
V. Press. 
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Momtaza Mehri 
Oiled Legs Have Their Own Subtext 
 
doctor says there is something wrong with your thyroid / you are known 
to leak everywhere / to take the shape of whatever / wherever you are 
poured into / you do not contest his claim / or any other man with his 
hands around your throat / before the appointment / you slice a heart / 
swallow breath mints to disguise / the miasma of desperation / slide a ring 
onto each finger / bejewel a somatic distraction / let the Gulf of Aden run 
ragged / from the twinned lakes / of shoulder blades / an inherited wetness 
behind the ears / you kiss / the mirror’s cold navel / with the kind of pride 
that comes naturally / to those born carrying history as an extra limb / to 
the sticky yolk of grief / you do not think you are a Good PersonTM / not 
with the way you cough up contradiction / phlegm thick as Aramco / 
poverty’s slick jaw / or how you gloss your mouth with a humanitarian 
shade of pink / dress each lie in crushed pearls / but because you remember 
the names of your brothers / never your sisters / your sister’s sisters / your 
sisters who are an occurrence / never an event / never a shudder when they 
stop occurring / there is nothing to mark their arrival / or leaving / Hodan 
aged 21 / and six months / who doused herself in liquid surrender / set 
herself alight / her second attempt at peace / in the bulletin thumbnail she 
wears royal blue / looks like a woman you would powder / your nose next 
to / at a wedding / wrist against cheek / soft wick of her rimmed eyes / 
banjee queen / doe-eyed diva / dhow-hearted / what did they do to you / 
onto you / at Nauru Regional Processing Centre / what did this processing 
look like / OPC1 / where detainees sew their lips together / silence 
themselves before they are silenced / where women hoard cloths to plug 
their bleeding / hide from both inmates and guards / carry the children of 
men who did not ask / infants who did not ask / an island of orphans / of 
what could have been you / but is not you / will never be you / from across 
the ambit / oh for fate’s insurgencies / its sweet edge / the topologies of our 
lives / their sharpened sighs / soft implosions of flip-flops / on airport 
floors / you dream in eastern time / wait for the hijaz to collect / the bags 
under your eyes / for her to warm your pulse / with her hands / her 
cratered lap / friends described her as a “gentle soul” who had been 
“destroyed” / by her time in detention / you note the alliterative phrasing 
/ a velvet undoing / there are as many ways to be destroyed / as there are 
droplets on the tongue / to describe it / Hodan rolls in your mouth / draws 
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‘Oiled Legs Have Their Own Subtext' by Momtaza 
Mehri won third prize in the National Poetry 
Competition 2017. © The author, 2021.  
More at poems.poetrysociety.org.uk

salt from saliva / you think of the white of nerve endings / the melting of 
dermis / grass hissing underfoot / all that separates her / from / you / me / 
is a slip of a generation / a fistful of decades / in another life / the war that 
broke you / breaks ten years ahead / and you are the one drowning / you 
are forgotten / in this life / you rest on the pillow of abstraction / on your 
passport / the freedom papers of this age / your proximity to the bodies 
that terrorise hers / the rolled dice of your life / it is what it is / every poem 
that falls / chandeliered / is about this distance / its heavy head on your lap 
/ its hot laugh on your neck / its doll-like teeth marks / you have never 
known a violence  
                         / worse / than / coincidence / 
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Louise Adjoa Parker 
Kindness 
 
Instead of you dying, why don’t we go 
for that walk, in the woods I couldn’t find 
in spite of your neat, hand-written 
directions. You’ll pick me up, I’ll climb 
 
into your car, you’ll say Sorry it’s a mess, 
although it will be clean. When we arrive, 
I’ll say It’s so pretty here, and we’ll laugh 
at how many months ago we planned this. 
 
Instead of spending Sundays at the shop – 
where we’d talk in the back room, littered 
with clothes, and you’d patiently steam 
dresses, while eighties songs played on the radio, 
 
we’ll walk and talk amongst the trees, 
breathe in cool, clean air. You’ll get 
to see the leaves fall, the days grow 
short and cold. Perhaps you’ll pause, 
 
take off your hat, and your hair – 
longer now – won’t spring up 
like your curls did when it grew back 
after chemo, but will fall into place. 
 

‘Kindness’ by Louis Adjoa Parker 
was commended in the National 
Poetry Competition 2019.  
© The author, 2021. More at 
poems.poetrysociety.org.uk

We’ll sit by the lake, watch shoals of fish 
move through a patch of sunlit water, 
stare at water lilies, orange leaves 
twisting in the air, and we’ll talk 
 
about our children like we always did, 
and we won’t have slipped out of touch, 
and the cancer won’t have crept back 
and caught you by surprise, 
 
and I won’t keep remembering 
how kindness spilled from you like oil, 
because you’ll still be here, 
and on the way home we’ll wander 
 
into an ancient, honey-coloured church, 
and later, when I look for you in town, 
I’ll see you, sitting outside Costa 
sipping tea, with the sister 
 
who looks so much like you 
and the son who’s always needed you, 
whippet sleeping at your feet, 
and you’ll lift your hand and smile.
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FREE  second poem for Poetry 
Society 

members

Judges: Fiona Benson, David 
Constantine & Rachel Long 
 
Enter online at poetrysociety.org.uk/npc 
Deadline for entries: 31 October 2021 
 
Ten prizes  
First Prize: £5,000 
Second Prize: £2,000 
Third Prize: £1,000 
Commendations: £200 
 
Established in 1978, The Poetry Society’s 
National Poetry Competition is one of the 
world’s biggest and most prestigious poetry 
contests. Winners include both established 
and emerging poets, and for many the prize 
has proved an important career milestone. 
Win, and add your name to a roll-call that 
includes Carol Ann Duffy, Ruth Padel, Tony 
Harrison, Jo Shapcott, Colette Bryce, Philip 
Gross and Sinéad Morrissey. 
 
Entry fees: £7 for your first poem; £4 for  
each subsequent poem in the same 
submission. Free second poem for Poetry 
Society members.  
 
Full details and rules at 
www.poetrysociety.org.uk/npc 
 
 
National Poetry Competition artwork by Whooli Chen, 
centralillustration.com/illustration/whooli-chen

Enter the National Poetry 
Competition 2021 


